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 • BATHS
Clever designs for space saving, 
technology for wellness, luxury 
bathing, new colours 

 • BASINS
Thin is best, designer credentials, 
lots of colour and style, clever 
design, 'wow' factor

 • TAPWARE
Designer style, pushing the 
boundaries, new colour options, 
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 • TOILETS
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everywhere, "shower" toilets 
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ISH
ISH 2019 ran from 11 - 15 March 

and was held at Messe Frankfurt, 

Germany. ISH is the world’s leading 

trade fair focussing on the responsible 

management of water and energy in 

buildings. It sets trends for modern 

bathroom design, sustainable heating 

and air-conditioning technology, and 

intelligent home systems.


2532

EXHIBITORS

161
COUNTRIES

198,000
VISITORS
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DURAVIT VIU & XVIU

This free-standing bathtub revels in 

contradictions: the prominent metal 

frame with the V-shaped profile (in 

black matte) contrasts with the high-

gloss white acrylic. Available in two 

sizes (160x80 cm, 180x80 cm). 

BathsBaths

ANTONIOLUPI REFLEX

Reflex is the first transparent bathtube 

by antoniolupi made of Cristalmood 

- a colored resin, transparent with 

a glossy finish, composed of high 

quality polyester resin and coloring 

pigments. Available in ten colours.

TOTO FLOATING BATHTUB

Featuring TOTO’s new Recline Comfort 

technology, the inner shape of the 

bathtub puts the bather’s body in 

an ideal position for relaxation. Each 

model is equipped with two handgrips 

to provide comfortable armrests.

VICTORIA + ALBERT TAIZU

Designed by Steve Leung, Taizu is a 

striking, contemporary round bath. 

Taizu was named for the Emperor and 

the bath’s design was inspired by Song 

ceramics, revered for their elegant 

proportions and sophistication.
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KALDEWEI MEISTERSTÜCK 
INCAVA 

This 3.5mm steel enamel seamless 

freestanding bath is made in Germany 

and comes with a 30 year guarantee. 

For the ultimate in luxury bathing it can 

be fitted with SoundWave audio system.

BathsBaths

ZUCCHETTI ALOE BY KOS

Smooth lines are combined to create 

a spacious volume that guarantees 

maximum relaxation. The cosy shape, 

with a silky texture and matte effect, 

makes it a sculptural and elegant 

object for the bathroom.

VILLEROY & BOCH ANTHEUS

The designer, Christian Haas, was 

influenced by the streamlined Bauhaus 

style while designing the Antheus 

premium bathroom collection. He 

created balanced proportions with a 

minimalistic as well as harmonious effect.

BETTE BETTESPACE BATH

Optimised for space and quality time, 

BetteSpace is a new bath collection 

in glazed titanium steel that makes 

intelligent use of the space in small 

and medium-sized bathrooms. All 

come with a thirty-year warranty.
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GLASS DESIGN 
SCENIC RAMADA

Fashioned from 24% 
lead-crystal in an 
exclusive Ruby Red, 
the basin features 
a bevelled edge 
with diamond cuts, 
strategically placed to 

conjure up a captivating 
interplay of light and 

reflection.

OLYMPIA CERAMICA  
MY BAG

Innovative, bold and 
complex, My Bag is a  
wash basin system that 
can be closed away  
where necessary,  
turning into a functional 
vanity counter. The  

leather side-storage 
compartment becomes a 

convenient organiser.

SCARABEO  
VEIL

Design by Massimiliano 
Braconi. A balanced 
and elegant product, 
VEIL revolutionises the 
concept of a simple 
bathroom. Its shape is a 
thin suspended ceramic 

sheet that appears 
artfully sculpted by the 

flow of water.

ANTONIOLUPI 
INTRECCIO

Designed by Paolo Ulian, 
Intreccio is described 
as "a basket for water 
made of natual light 
marble". The particular 
geometry of the 
concentric layers that 

are staggered when they 
are overlapped creates a 

play of light and dark.

VICTORIA + ALBERT 
RAL COLOURS

In response to a strong 
demand for bespoke 
colour finishes, 
the company's 
entire collection of 
freestanding Quarrycast 
baths and basins are 

now available in 194 RAL 
colour exterior finishes. 

Seen here as applied to the 
ios 54 basin.

WOODIO  
ECO-FRIENDLY

Finnish design company 
Woodio manufactures 
eco-friendly and eye-
catchingly stylish 
bathroom washbasins 
from the world’s first 
water resistant solid 

wood composite that 
uniquely combines wood 

and resin.

BASINS
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AXOR EDGE 
Designed by Jean-Marie Massaud. The collection is 
a luxurious symbiosis of geometrical bodies and an 

ultraprecise manufacturing method – described by the 
company as a gem in the bathroom.

HANSA EMOTION
The Wellfit shower system, emphasises preventive and 

holistic physical health that can be easily integrated into daily 
life — conveniently adjusted to individual needs.

GESSI ANELLO
A mixer handle with an innovative circular shape. 

Anello design provides not only an easy mixer 
control option, but also an elegant, modern 

design choice.

JEE-O SOHO
Characterised by its robust and powerful design, 

JEE-O represents a personal and conscious 
choice. Full of character, body and style. The 

surface texture invites you to touch it.

ZUCCHETTI WATER CANDY
Functional design, ergonomics and practicality define 

WaterCandy, the new revolutionary hand shower  with strap, 
designed by Ludovica+Roberto Palomba.

HANSGROHE RAINFINITY
Rainfinity is a shower to envelop the entire body from 

head to toe in water. The three spray modes transform 
the daily shower into a truly extraordinary experience — 

PowderRain, Intense PowderRain and RainStream.

TAPWARE 
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TOILETS  

The flat seat and the white cover 
located behind it form a precise, 

harmonious unit — a shower-toilet 
with the latest, comfort- enhancing 
technology in an uncompromising, 

minimalistic look.

All of the Japanese manufacturer’s 
toilets feature the powerful Tornado 
Flush, CeFiONtect glaze and rimless 
bowl design. All WASHLET™ models 
can be descaled. They also include 

other innovative technologies such as 
the cleaning of the ceramic bowl and 

wand jet with antibacterial water.

The technology is fully integrated 
into the compact all-ceramic body 

and reduced to the essentials. 
The Cleanet Navia shower arm is 

located behind a concealing ring in 
the ceramics when not in use, and is 
flushed with plenty of water before 

and after every use.

A shower toilet in jet black makes a 
statement in the bathroom. It looks 
just like a conventional toilet as the 
technology has been integrated into 

the ceramic and not the seat. The 
glossy black colour complements 

its angular, subtle design.
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D I R E C T O R Y  &  C O N T A C T S

ANTONIOLUPI ANTONIOLUPI.IT │ MINOSA.COM.AU

AXOR AXOR-DESIGN.COM

BETTE BETTE.DE │  ARGENTAUST.COM.AU

DURAVIT DURAVIT.COM │ BATHE.NET.AU

GESSI GESSI.IT │  ABEY.COM.AU

GLASS DESIGN GLASSDESIGN.IT

HANSA HANSA.COM │  ARGENTAUST.COM.AU

HANSGROHE  HANSGROHE.COM.AU

JEE-O  ARGENTAUST.COM.AU

KALDEWEI   KALDEWEI.COM │ BATHE.NET.AU

LAUFEN  LAUFEN.COM.AU │ REECE.COM.AU

OLYMPIA CERAMICA  OLYMPIACERAMICA.IT/EN/

SCARABEO CERAMICA SCARABEOSRL.COM

TOTO   OCEANIA.TOTO.COM/

VICTORIA + ALBERT VANDABATHS.COM │   

  LUXEBYDESIGN.COM.AU

VILLEROY & BOCH VILLEROY-BOCH.COM │
  ARGENTAUST.COM.AU

WOODIO   WOODIO.FI

ZUCCHETTI   ZUCCHETTIDESIGN.IT

  STREAMLINEPRODUCTS.COM.AU
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THE KITCHEN AND BATHROOM BLOG
 thekitchenandbathroomblog.com.au

AUSTRALIAN INTERNATIONAL DESIGN TOURS
 aidt.com.au
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